
Nonny Mendoza grew up in Downey, California. Growing up, she was fascinated with the paranormal and ancient 
mysteries. She received a certification in graphic design in 1995, and in 2004  started and opened her printing and 
graphic design business. Her journey to self-discovery would come in 2007 when she walked away from her busi-
ness searching for something more. Craving and desiring for more meaning in her life, she joined the Navy at the 
age of 38 and went on a ten-year life-altering adventure that would take her away from the security of family and 
friends as she went on to explore a new life and culture. Earning a Bachelors in Science graduating (Cum Laude) 
in 2018. Finally medically retiring from the Navy in 2019. Her time stationed in New Orleans sparked the old 
flame and interest for the paranormal and the unknown where her journey down the rabbit hole began. Her new 
awareness opened her eyes to see that the world she thought she knew was hiding deep dark secrets. Inspiring her 
first book Awaken the Dreamer Breaking through the Illusion. 
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“ Every soul is a 
fragment of the One, 
a distortion of light 
and dark.”
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We have reached a critical point in history where we are in the throes of biological assaults, fighting to keep 
our rights and freedoms alive, all in a time when Earth changes are set to occur. We are a generation born in 
the age of Pisces entering a new era that promises to be a Golden age. The delicate and critical process of 
discovering the road to our great awakening in a short time is the reality we are facing now. We must know 
our enemies to uncover the deceptions that led us all here. Understanding how we got here may help us 
break free to find the path to self-awareness to finally unite with everyone on this planet together rising in 
frequency towards our long-awaited spiritual evolution.
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Awaken the Dreamer is a personal journey to self-awareness that provokes us to take a closer look into events that 
have shaped our reality only to discover everything we believed and know has been a lie: The question is will humanity 
wake up in time to save itself from the Globalist Agenda to enslave us all. 
Awaken the Dreamer was inspired by True Events.

WHAT ARE OTHERS SAYING?

- What inspired me to share and write Awaken the Dreamer?

- Which chapter captured what this book is about?

- What are three take aways you want the reader to get from reading this book:

 1). Realize that there is more to being human than consumption and work.

 2). Question the secrecy, and world history.  

 3). Learn to trust your intuition. 

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

MEDIA RELEASE

Read this Book!

Once I started reading the first few pages of this book I knew I was canceling the rest of my plans that day; a few hours 
later I left my balcony with a whole new outlook on life. The way that the author was able to fluidly articulate such a 
vastness of the unknown, conspiracies, world control, dreams, space, ascensions, vibrations, etc, was nothing shy of 
raw talent, passion, pure knowledge, and beauty. Once I finished the book I found myself eager for the release of her 
second publication. Reading this book led me down a continued path of more eagerness and desire to know the 
truth, which has been held through deception from us all for far too long. Come to find out, the answers have been 
right in front of us the whole time…read the book to find out where!
                                  -Serena Givans

I Learned we are all Powerful!

When I first read the back of the book to see what it was about it instantly grabbed my attention. I wanted to know 
more and open my mind to more possibilities. Reading this book opens your mind to something that is bigger than 
yourself. Anyone can take something positive out of her book if you are open to it. I would encourage everyone to 
read this and learn about something bigger than you.
                                                                      -T. Knapp-Calkins 
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ExcerptsExcerpts
Chapter 6
Sacred Information

For thousands of years, we have not escaped the wheel of reincarnation. Many who have knowledge 
of the other side have warned about the process of transcendence—explaining that when a soul 
leaves the body, the soul is guided through a tunnel of light. This light is filled with intense love and 
energy that wraps around you as you make your journey through. Many Near-Death Experiencer 
claim the light is used to lure us in. Warning that it's not what we believe it is; it's a trap! 

Chapter 7
Loosh

We fight their power and money wars and continue to lie to the population and the world by selling the 
idea of an American Dream. The propaganda of freedom and democracy. Trigger words that are used 
to hypnotize us and snap us into patriot mode. To fight their wars under the illusion that we are defend-
ing our country. It would be an honor if the wars were real, but they are not. ALL wars, civil wars are 
manufactured for profit and control. The United States is united under one corporation. We are the 
consumers, the slaves of this great Nation "Under their God." They sell and trade us like stock. Every 
soul/person on this planet has a monetary value. You better believe it. 

Chapter 10
Project Looking Glass S4

Project Looking Glass is a visual time machine to see the past, present, and future. It is designed to 
record all the asset information from each attempted event for later review. The device was construct-
ed and engineered to work as a human penal gland. By creating a highly coherent energy vortex or 
torsion field (twisting and twilling of energy) under certain conditions allowing an individual to receive 
information by non-physical means. That allows for the opportunity of remote viewing or pre-cognition 
and retro-cognition. This will create the conditions where a person can see objects or locations in their 
mind very accurately to see future events past events. 
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